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Introduction 
Ecosystems' components exhibit a great range of turnover rates, ranging from 
chemical reactions that reach equilibrium in milliseconds, to life Cycles of organ- . 
1sms that span ye<!IS or decades, to geomorphic processes that develop over millen
nia. The coupling of processes with diverse turnover rates creates the romplex 
dynamics that we observe in ecosystems: gradual trends, apparently stable reghnes, 
and .sometimes surprising outbreaks and collapses. .It is easy to understand that 
gradual change in the environment IJ:?.ay lead to gradual change rD. biological con
stituents of ecosystems. From this, it may appear to follow that abrupt changes in 
ecosystem structure or processes are attributable to abrupt changes in the environ
ment. However, ecologists have long recognized that gradual chru::tges in environ
mental variables can sometimes cause abrupt changes in eeosystems. <Big effe~ 
from small causes' (Ricker 1963) have long fascinated ecologists and challenged 
m~agers of natural resources. · · 

_Multiple stable states are one of the phenomena that c;an lead to massive 
changes in ecosystems· from only minor chang~ .in the environment (Holling 
1973). Various mathematical models have been proposed to investigate multiple 
stable states .and abrupt transitipns among them (May" 1977; Guckenheimer & 
Holmes 1983; KuznetsOv 1995; Ludwig et al. 199J; Scheffer 1998). Ecologists have 

. also devoted extensive field work and empirical analysis to assessing and under
standing multiple states. There is considerable diversity of opinion, however, about 
the general applicability ofthenon-1in~ dynamic models that may explain multi
pie states of ecosystems.Phenomena·thatappearto becausedbymultiplestates may 
instead be explainable byvariables that were inadvertently left out of the analysis, or 
by completely novel factors such as species invasion or pollution by exotic chemi
cals. Thus, the unambiguous demonstration of multiple states requires careful 
characterization of the system and synthesis of diverse lines of evidence. 

This paper is about the theory, empiricism and practical consequences of multi- • 
pie sta~es.. Several examples are discussed to illustrate the diversity of ecological 
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situations in which alternate states can arise. Some comments on the nature of evi
dence for multiple states are summarized, and approaches for assessing multiple 
states in ecological data are outlined. It appears that statistical. tests for multiple 
states demand substantial bodies of data. While adequate data can bt: gathered in 
principle, and have been collected in some cases, in many management situations it 
may be impossible to conclude whether n:iultiple states exist on the basis of extant 
data. Using economic optimization criteria, it can be shown that even if the proba
bility of multiple states is low the implications for policy choice may be profound. 
The heavy impact of multiple states on policy choice results from the high costs of 
restoring the ecosystem .if it is shifted into an undesirable stable state. These high 
costs are due to the hysteretic or irreversible dynamics that occur in systems with 
multiple states. Thus, even low probabilities of multiple states may lead to consid
erable caution in environmental policy, and suppo~ the need for careful experi
mentation to determine risks more accurately. 

Theory 
The idea of multiple stable states was introduced.to ecology through theoretical 
papers (Lewontin 1969; Holling 1973; Austin & Cook 1974; Noy-Meir 1975; May 
1977). The5e papers stimulated a considerable body of research aitned at demon
strating and understanding multiple·stable states in the field (see following sec-
tions). This section summarizes the relevant theory. . 

Most textbooks of ecology give. examples of ecological models that exlnbit 
mUltiple states. As a pertinent example, consider an animal population X in which 
the adults are subject to harvesting and the juveniles are subject to predation by 
another species. These other predators are themselves controlled via consumption 
by the adults of X. A simple model of such a system is · 

Xr+I =X: -kX:+fX:{l-mX:-[c/(l+Xtq)]} (I) 

Harvest mortality is k, fecwidity is f, density-dependent mortality is. m, and cis the 
maximum mortality rate due to predation on juveniles by the othei .species. This 
last mortality term is inversely related to adult density because the adults prey upon 
the other species. For certain combinations of ~etervalues, equation 1 has two 
equilibria (Fig. 17.1(a)). The upper.equihbrium. is stable, while the lower one is 
unstable leading to collapse of the population toward zero. A population near the 
upper stable point could be disturbed below the lower equilibrium, causing the 
population to fall toward zero. This phenomenon, called critical depensation,is an 
important conside!ation in the management of fish Stocks {Walters 1986; Hilborn 
& Walters l992;Lierman & Hilborn 1997). 

Dynamics of X can change discontinuously, from persistence to multiple 
equilibria to collapse, as a parameter changes gradually and continuously (Fig. 
17.1(b)). For example, .if the juvenile predation parameter is 1 and harvest is 
increased gradually from zero, the population initially has one stable positive equi
horium, then has two equilibria (and could coUapse if disturbed below the lower 
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F. 17.1 (a) Ratesoffecundityand totalmortality(harvest+density-dependent+ 
p::~on on juveniles) for equation 1 showingtw~ eq~bria (p~eter values: f= 0.5, 
m = 0.01, c= 1, k = 0.4). (b) Relationship of the equilibna of equation 1 to values of 
predation on juveniles (c) andh~stofadults (k) (otherparameters:f=O.S, m=O.Ol). 
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